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Introduction: Victory through Faith: Blood of Christ; Review: The Pentateuch: Genesis; Exodus; Leviticus

5.	“By means of power (instrumental of means from dÚnamij / dunamis / ) belonging to the Holy Spirit” is the Greek preposition kat£ / kata /plus the accusative of possession from the noun pneàma / pneuma /, a very rare use of the accusative employed here to express something unique.
6.	That which is unique is the delegated omnipotence of the Holy Spirit inside the prototype divine power system.
7.	This was the means by which our Lord’s true humanity maintained His impeccability and fulfilled the Father’s plan for the Incarnation.
8.	It is by the Spirit’s power that our Lord was enabled to stay on the cross:
Hebrews 12:2 b -	… because of the joy [ Plus-H ] set before Him endured the cross [ the three hours of judgment, spiritual death, i.e., the blood of Christ ], despising the shame [ being identified with our sins ], and has sat down at the right hand of the throne of God.

9.	Jesus Christ was not demonstrated to be the Son of God by His own power but by the power of the Holy Spirit.
10.	A final thought on the concept of the hypostatic union.  The issue of Newsweek dated, July 20, 1998, contains an article by Sharon Begley entitled “Science Finds God.”  It contains quotes form prominent scientists who observe from their research several principles which I have brought to your attention over the past several years.  One in particular is pertinent to our study of the Blood of Christ, specifically to the Lord’s dual nature.  Remember the Greek word ØpÒstasij / hupostasis /has to do with the fact that Jesus Christ has two essences united into one Person.  Listen to what one particular scientist has to say about this concept:

Begley, Sharon.  “Science Finds God.”  Newsweek, 20 July 1998, p. 51:
Take the difficult Christian concept of Jesus as both fully divine and fully human.  It turns out that this duality has a parallel in quantum physics.  In the early years of this century, physicists discovered that entities thought to be particles, like electrons, can also act as waves.  And light, considered a wave, can in some experiments act like a barrage of particles.  The orthodox interpretation of this strange situation is that light is, simultaneously, waves and particles.  Which aspect of light one sees, which face [or essence] an electron turns to a human observer, varies with the circumstances.  So, too, with Jesus, suggests physicist F. Russell Stannard of England’s Open University.  Jesus is not to be seen as really God in human guise, or as really human but acting divine, He is really both.”  Finding these parallels may make some people feel that this is not just some deeply weird Christian idea.

NOTE:	This completes our study of the doctrine of the Blood of Christ as well as our introduction to the book of Joshua.  We will now review the first 30 lessons of our study, after which we will begin paragraph II, Joshua, Chapter 1.
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